
Simply and effectively identify a target audience from your
contact database, using exactly the criteria that suit your needs, 
plan multichannel campaigns and run them using Contactsend
or a third-party application of your choice – all of this with just
a web browser...

That is the power and simplicity of Contactplan.
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engagement marketing



      Provides you with a compelling and intuitive segmentation and planning tool

           Equally suitable for general business users and database experts

           Even the most demanding queries are answered in seconds 

      Enables you to retrieve precisely the group of contacts that you require from your database  

           Freely define, combine and apply rules to select contacts 

           Any information in the database can be used to filter contacts and identify a segment  

           No programming, SQL or scripting skills required

           Define rules based on demographic and behavioral categories

           Easily create segments out of a complex set of conditions, such as analytical and correlation-based queries 

      Includes effective planning tools that enable you to decide when and how to carry out recurrent or single-shot deliveries
      to a chosen segment 

      Allows flexible Do Not Disturb (DND) policies to be applied across brands and outlets, as required 

      Deploys a straightforward and intuitive web browser-based interface 

           No local installation is required 

           Enables an end-to-end workflow, from selecting a segment, through creating a delivery, to inserting content 

      Delivers a reliable and scalable segmentation and planning environment

           Equally effective with small and large scale contact and event- based databases, from just a few records, to several
           million entries

           Counts segmentation results in real-time

           Extracts contact lists in near to real-time

           Integrates with your existing information systems, without replacing them 

      Is purpose-designed to handle multi-brand and multiple outlet organizations 

      Ensures a secure environment by deploying user authentication and access control, together with fine-grain resource
      access permissions

      Provides you with a range of integration options for further processing  

           Works seamlessly with Contactsend to create email, SMS and Push deliveries according to the parameters defined
           by the appropriate plan

           Easy integration with other systems through a REST API – allows machine-to-machine communications with any
           authorized external system, and can also be used to create custom client interfaces

           The plug-in architecture facilitates on-demand integration with other delivery systems  
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How does Contactplan work?
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Contactplan conceptual architecture
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Contactplan takes the effort and time out of identifying just the right contacts, even when there is potentially, a huge amount 
of varied customer information available in your database. It enables, for instance, general business users with little or no 
database knowledge, to create the desired segments themselves – usually a very complex task that can only be carried
out by data professionals. Your database specialists can then, for example, focus on the most complex and specialized queries, 
as a result.

Advanced segmentation queries become a simple series of UI-based steps, while delivery and campaign plans can be set up 
using the same browser window. And once the segmentation and planning is done, you can choose what happens 
next – exporting the contact list, or letting Contactsend run the plan according to the choices that you have made, are just
two of the available options. 

Then there is a dashboard for each segment, with clear, visually presented information about a range of key factors, 
and detailed reports about plans that have been run.

Seamless and unobtrusive access to the entire system is provided through the REST API, without any need for user
involvement.

Getting started

Once you’ve logged on to the web-based graphical interface, you can choose to either go straight to the segmentation
or planning sections or, for example, select a different database,  view reports, or change various settings, including DND 
policy management.

Segmentation

The segments section enables you to manage any existing segments and identify new ones, by creating and applying rules
to the database.

Creating a segment
Segments are identified by applying any combination of category-based rules:

      Demographic rules

           Location, gender, age and similar

      Digital message rules 

           Behavior towards previous campaigns, such as opening or not opening a message, clicking a link and similar

      Purchase rules

           Online and in-store purchase behavior, such as the amount spent, products bought and similar

A rule can be as simple as applying a single condition, such as contacts living in France, or very complex, for example,
contacts who bought three products from the children’s range, as sale items, with a total value of more than 200 euros, 
at an airport store in Rome, within the last 6 months.

You can also choose whether selected contacts must match all or any of the conditions. 

A segment can be defined by applying one rule or multiple rules of the same or different types. You can also choose how rules 
are combined to select the contacts in a segment. Contactplan even displays the number of contacts that are selected, as each 
condition and rule is applied to the database. 
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Advanced segmentation
There are also a number of advanced segmentation options available, such as analytical and correlation-based queries.
For example, all those contacts that bought a yellow bag on at least 10% of the occasions they purchased something, or all 
those contacts that placed an order more than 30 days after having clicked on a link in the newsletter. 

Once they have been defined, segments can be stored for further analysis, or used for a planned delivery.

By design, Contactplan exploits data that is already available in Contactsend, such as demographic details, delivery-related 
events and other information. You can also import data from other external sources to build segments.

Plans

Planning how to use the contacts identified by a segment, for example, as the target audience for newsletters and other 
marketing activities, couldn’t be easier. Besides enabling you to manage any existing plans, the plans section guides 
you through creating new ones in a simple series of ordered steps.
A very basic plan includes the time schedule for carrying out the plan and the target segment. But it is when you take
advantage of the more advanced options that Contactplan’s planning capabilities really come into their own.

Do Not Disturb policies
DND policies themselves are defined by users with the appropriate permissions, in the management section of the interface. 
But, depending upon how you choose to combine them with a segment in the plans section, they can be applied, for example, 
to a single brand, across brands, or to different outlets as required – or indeed, just to contacts who bought green shoes
in the last six months, if the appropriate segment is chosen.  

When a DND policy is selected, the interface shows you its impact on the total number of contacts in real-time. 
For example, it clearly displays how many of the contacts selected by the segment cannot be included in the delivery, once
the policy is applied.

A minimum or exact number of contacts
Contactplan enables you to define either a minimum number of contacts that are required for a plan, or an exact number. 
Options are provided to try and ensure that the target you have set is met. You can also decide to cancel the delivery, if the 
required number is not reached.

Always current contact lists
It is worth noting here that the number of contacts identified by a segment varies over time. Perhaps someone has a birthday 
and is no longer in the target age group, or they could move to another location.
Whatever the case, Contactplan ensures that an up-to-date contact list is generated from your database in near real-time, 
even on the day that a plan is scheduled to be run. And through the interface, you can always see the total number of contacts 
involved.

Further processing options
You have a range of options when it comes to deciding how to use the contacts associated with a plan. Seamless integration 
with Contactsend enables you to deliver multichannel campaigns with the minimum of effort, while you can easily export the 
relevant list to an external location, for use with systems such as your contact center environment. 
The REST API and plug-in architecture also ensure that integration with other delivery systems is available as required.

Other planning choices
Contactplan also enables you to:

      Add addresses for test deliveries

      Choose whether a delivery is recurring or a single-shot

      Save a plan as a draft or as active 

      Reopen active plans to carry out any required changes
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Reports and dashboards

Once a plan has been run, reports that include a summary of the most important information can easily be accessed. 
If Contactsend has been used to run a campaign, you also have the opportunity to view details about, for example,
the number of emails sent, the open rate and the click rate. 

Each segment has its own graphic-based dashboard, which ensures that essential information and key indicators are easy
to visualize and understand. The dashboard is an excellent way to discover ‘hidden’ information about the relevant group of 
contacts. 



Contactplan is best used when you want to simplify the often complicated, difficult and highly specialized task of accurately 
identifying potential contacts from a perhaps large and complex database. It is especially useful when you want to make 
campaign segmentation and planning a simple general business task and, for example, free up scarce and highly skilled 
specialists to carry out other important projects in your organization.  

The readily available, but securely accessible web-based interface makes light work of defining segments. Answers to even
the most complex queries, are available in seconds. The planning tools ensure that you can define just what you want to do 
with a segment, while the reporting tools and dashboards readily display the results of your efforts.

If you are already a Contactsend user, the seamless integration with Contactplan helps to provide an even more 
comprehensive, powerful and complete digital marketing package. Your existing Contactsend data is automatically available
to Contactplan.
 
Contactplan can also make use of data coming from other external information systems. The REST API and plug-in architecture 
ensure that users of other delivery platforms, or those with a need to integrate the strengths of Contactplan with other 
environments, such as CRM and similar, can make the most of the available features.

When should I use Contactplan?

Other Contactplan documentation is available from:

https://explore.contactlab.com/en/
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